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	A leap forward in the field of robotics

	

	Until now, most of the advances in robotics have taken place in structured environments. Scientists and engineers have designed highly sophisticated robots, but most are still only able to operate and move in predetermined, planned environments designed specifically for the robots and typically at very high cost. This new book takes robotics to the next level by setting forth the theory and techniques needed to achieve robotic motion in unstructured environments. The ability to move and operate in an arbitrary, unplanned environment will lead to automating a wide range of new robotic tasks, such as patient care, toxic site cleanup, and planetary exploration.

	

	The approach that opens the door for robots to handle unstructured tasks is known as Sensing-Intelligence-Motion (SIM), which draws from research in topology, computational complexity, control theory, and sensing hardware. Using SIM as an underlying foundation, the author's carefully structured presentation is designed to:

	* Formulate the challenges of sensor-based motion planning and then build a theoretical foundation for sensor-based motion planning strategies

	* Investigate promising algorithmic strategies for mobile robots and robot arm manipulators, in both cases addressing motion planning for the whole robot body

	* Compare robot performance to human performance in sensor-based motion planning to gain better insight into the challenges of SIM and help build synergistic human-robot teams for tele-operation tasks. It is both exciting and encouraging to discover that robot performance decisively exceeds human performance in certain tasks requiring spatial reasoning, even when compared to trained operators

	* Review sensing hardware that is necessary to realize the SIM paradigm

	

	Some 200 illustrations, graphic sketches, and photos are included to clarify key issues, develop and validate motion planning approaches, and demonstrate full systems in operation.

	

	As the first book fully devoted to robot motion planning in unstructured environments, Sensing, Intelligence, Motion is a must-read for engineers, scientists, and researchers involved in robotics. It will help them migrate robots from highly specialized applications in factories to widespread use in society where autonomous robot motion is needed.
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Android UI Fundamentals: Develop &Design (Develop and Design)Peachpit Press, 2012


	There is a revolution happening in the technology industry. Touchscreen interfaces,

	combined with low-cost and ubiquitous smartphones, have created a perfect storm

	for disruptive innovation. Android is at the forefront of this change, bringing a free

	and open-source platform on which developers can create the next generation of...
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Developing Conversational Interfaces for iOS: Add Responsive Voice Control to Your AppsApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to incorporate your own conversational interfaces into iOS applications. This book will help you work comfortably multiple frameworks, including Apple's Speech and SiriKit frameworks; Google's API.AI conversational interfaces platform; and Facebook’s Wit.ai.

	
		You'll explore the basics of natural...
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OpenAMPackt Publishing, 2011

	OpenAM is an open source continuation of the OpenSSO project that was taken over, and later scrapped, by Oracle. OpenAM is the only commercial-grade, feature-rich web application that provides SSO solutions. It has a variety of features and a powerful Single Sign-On (SSO) capability, but the implementation can be tricky, and the unorganized...
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JavaScript ConcurrencyPackt Publishing, 2015

	About This Book

	
		Apply the core principles of concurrency to both browser and server side development
	
		Explore the latest tools and techniques at the forefront of concurrent programming, including JavaScript promises, web workers, and generators
	
		Learn how concurrent and parallel programming...
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CSS FontsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		From custom fonts to ad-hoc font families you assemble out of a variety of individual faces, CSS 3 gives you more typographic options than ever before. This concise guide shows you how to use CSS properties to gain a fine-grained and wide-ranging influence over how you display fonts on the Web.

	
		Short and sweet, this book...
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Diagnostic Atlas of Common Eyelid DiseasesCRC Press, 2007

	For any clinician dealing with ophthalmic diseases, individual lesions of the eyelid and conjunctiva

	can be extremely confusing. From a practical perspective such lesions are either benign or

	malignant, and can be cystic or solid, melanotic or amelanotic. Certainly the most important

	diagnostic question is whether the lesion...
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